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Charges Against Student, Former Safety Dropped
Breeze
Junior Claims Another Suspect Could be Charged in Alleged Fight on Sept. 18
Reporter
Found
Responsible
Not a Strike, Sophomore
Says She Won’t Appeal

By KATIE THISDELL
The Breeze

Katie Hibson, contributing news
writer for The Breeze, has been found
responsible by Judicial Affairs for one of
the four charges brought against her and
has decided not to appeal. Judicial Affairs
cleared editor-in-chief Tim Chapman of
all three charges he faced in a separate
hearing Thursday. In both hearings, the
students met with Greg Meyer, assistant
director of Judicial Affairs.
On Oct. , Judicial Affairs charged
the two with trespassing, disorderly
conduct and non-compliance with an
official request. Hibson received two
charges of trespassing.
Hibson received an assignment Oct.
 to report an Oct.  trespassing incident in Hillside Hall that resulted in
a “Timely Notice” e-mail to the campus, stating an unidentified black male
opened shower curtains while women
showered in a hall bathroom.
After she was invited into the residence Hall, Hibson said, a resident
adviser asked her to leave and escorted
her out of the building.
Chapman and Hibson, accompanied
by a resident, later entered Hillside Hall
but were asked to leave by the RA and
hall director.
Hibson has decided not to appeal
her trespassing charge. In a letter sent
to Judicial Affairs Friday, she said while
she does not believe she violated university policies, the judicial process has
had a negative effect on her schoolwork. Hibson will remain on probation
through Fall , but the charge will
not count as a strike.
Chapman, who previously encouraged Hibson to appeal the charge, said
he was pleased with the outcome of his
own case.
Outside Frederikson Hall on Thursday, several students supported the
reporters with what they called a rally
for “champions of the First Amendment
of the Constitution.”

Junior Colin
Fitz-Maurice
was a safety
for the JMU
football team
until a Spring
2009 neck
injury ended
his football
career.

Three charges, including two felonies,
against JMU junior Colin J. Fitz-Maurice
were dropped in Rockingham district
court Oct. .
Fitz-Maurice, , from Newtown,
Penn., was arrested Sept.  for felonious assault and malicious wounding
by mob, as well as a misdemeanor of
unlawful possession of an alcoholic
beverage. The alleged assault took place
around  p.m. at the Liberty gas station

parking lot on Port Republic Road.
Two other JMU students, junior
Markus W. Hunter, , from High Point,
N.C., and sophomore Connor Long,
, from Newtown, Penn., were also
charged with felonious assault and
malicious wounding by mob. The two
will appear in Rockingham/Harrisonburg General District Court at  p.m.
on Nov. .
The case was moved from Oct. 

22-14 Win Over Maine Powered by
Six Forced Turnovers, Special Teams
By DAN LOBDELL
The Breeze
JMU football is back from the dead with its - win Saturday
against Maine. The Dukes have won two in a row and continue
fighting for a winning season.
Junior defensive tackle Ronnell Brown said the team regained
its identity in its previous game, a - win at Delaware. “And with
that, there was no doubt going into this game that we were back at
where we were before: being the top dog,” Brown said.
The team’s confidence showed in the six turnovers forced and the
- lead in the third quarter. But a touchdown drive and a desperation play by Maine cut the lead to eight in the fourth quarter.
Staring at a fourth-and-three with just more than six minutes
remaining, Black Bears’ coach Jack Cosgrove called for a fake punt.
Wide receiver and punter Mike Brusko led defensive back Troy
Harris on a fade down the right sideline, and Harris turned on the
jets for an -yard score.
But it was not enough as Maine’s last two drives ended in
interceptions, giving the Dukes the win in front of , fans at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
A flurry of action in the second quarter gave Madison a lead it
never relinquished.
A snap over Maine punter John Waxman’s head went out the
back of the end zone to give JMU a - lead.
The ensuing free kick went out of bounds for an illegal procedure on Maine, giving JMU the ball at midfield. Redshirt freshman
quarterback Justin Thorpe scored on a career-long -yard touchdown on the drive’s third play.
Thorpe would also lead a nine-play, -yard drive to start the
second half for JMU’s (- overall, - Colonial Athletic Association)
last points of the day. After an illegal procedure penalty pushed
the ball back to the , Thorpe connected with sophomore tailback
Scott Noble down the right sideline for a touchdown.
Madison coach Mickey Matthews was upset JMU penalties gave
Maine (-, -) the opportunity to get back into the game.
“I’m not sure who had the most yards, either us or the officials,”
Matthews said of his team’s  penalties for  yards.
Two penalties set up Maine’s first touchdown, a -yard pass
from sophomore quarterback Warren Smith to Brusko early in
the fourth quarter.
The last two games, at Massachusetts on Saturday and Towson
Nov.  at home, will decide if JMU’s  seniors end their careers
below . on the season.
“We’re not gonna make the playoffs,” Moats said. “But we always
had our goals. The first goal was the national championship; that’s
out the window. Playoffs is out the window. Conference championship was out the window. So, our next thing was winning season.
That’s still reachable, and we’re gonna make sure we get that.”

A Virginia Military Institute freshman from Maryland died Saturday
after finishing a -mile road march.
John Alexander Evans, , of Highland, Md., collapsed in his room after
the training. He was taken to Carilion
Stonewall Jackson Hospital and was
pronounced dead shortly after noon.
Evans was a th class cadet and an international studies major.
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Dukes Get Swagger Back

VMI Cadet Collapses,
Dies After March

Inside

because the Commonwealth’s attorney
asked for more time to prepare evidence. Long said he is confident that
the case will go in his favor since several
eyewitnesses will testify on the behalf of
him and Hunter.
The victim, whose name was not
released because of police policy,
was taken to Rockingham Memorial

GAME OVERVIEW
The outcome was decided…

When sophomore Vidal Nelson intercepted Maine’s
last-second attempt to tie the game.

Player of the game

Quarterback Justin Thorpe, who accounted for 216 yards
of total offense and both JMU touchdowns.
ROBERT BOAG/The Breeze

Rockeed McCarter (top) and Bosco Williams (5) celebrate with Scott Noble after the tailback’s
31-yard touchdown catch from quarterback Justin Thorpe in the third quarter.

Game-changing stat

Turnovers, but this time in the Dukes’ favor. Maine threw
four interceptions and fumbled two kickoffs.

Demolition During Exams Troubles Faculty Senate
By KATIE THISDELL
The Breeze
Final exam week could be a little
loud for students living and studying
near Bridgeforth Stadium. Construction is scheduled to begin hours after
the end of the Nov.  football game
against Towson, and faculty say that
could disrupt testing from Dec.  to
Dec. .
During Thursday’s faculty senate
meeting, members passed a proposal
addressing the construction issue for
the administration, saying the Office of
Academic Affairs should be consulted
before major demolition or construction projects.
“The fact that some things were
planned to be done, such as this,
during probably the most important
academic week of the year, at least on

“I don’t think we’ll be able to
keep them from blowing up the
stadium... at least we’ll be able to
say we did everything we could.”
Scott Gallagher
faculty senator, business management

the student side, is not a good thing,”
said Sen. Jeff Andre, a psychology
professor.
The proposal, which easily passed
with a majority vote, also asked
for reconsideration of the Dec. 
demolition.
“I don’t think we’ll be able to keep
them from blowing up the stadium,
but at least we’ll be able to say we
did everything we could,” said Sen.
Scott Gallagher, a professor from the
College of Business’ management

“I can think of many other
distractions that could be far
more distracting to students
during finals week...”
Howard Lubert
faculty senator, political science

department.
Several faculty senators said a
university-wide environment conducive to studying should be promoted
during exam week whether that’s by
limiting leaf blowers or construction.
Steve Garren, speaker of the senate,
said because of the short time frame
involved with the proposal — which
was brought up two weeks ago by Gallagher — the construction company
was not contacted to find out the specific construction schedule.

Donley Construction Company and
JMU Facilities Management have not
finalized the plans, according to JMU
media relations manager Bill Wyatt.
“I think the contractor has the freedom to do what they need to do,” Harris
said. “They’re bound by a schedule,
and that’s what they’re going to do,
regardless of how we bitch and moan
about it.”
Yet some senators wanted to promote a long-term change for the
studying environment, rather than
just for December’s Bridgeforth
construction.
“I can think of many other distractions that could be far more distracting
to students during finals week than an
occasional explosion,” said Sen. Howard Lubert of political science. “Their
cell phones could be far more distracting than some demolition.”
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House Passes Obama’s
Health Care Reform
WASHINGTON — The House of Representatives on Saturday approved the most
sweeping health care legislation since the
creation of Medicare  years ago, giving a boost to President Barack Obama’s
campaign to guarantee health coverage to
almost all Americans.
The gargantuan Democratic measure
passed - with a single Republican
vote, capping a contentious day-long debate that underscored the ideological
divide separating the two parties over
health care.
The narrow Democratic victory

underscored the difficult political road
ahead as the issue moves on to the Senate.
But it also meant the party has reached a
historic landmark: it has been trying to
win a vote to extend the government’s social safety net to include health care since
the Great Depression.
The House plan would cover an additional  million people by , leaving
 percent of the nation without coverage,
compared with the estimated  percent
who do not have insurance now, according to the nonpartisan Congressional
Budget Office.
“For generations, the American people
have called for affordable, quality health
care for their families. Today, the call will
be answered,” said House Speaker Nancy
Pelosi, D-Calif., who rallied her members

behind the legislation after weeks of cajoling and deal-making.
Obama hailed the vote in a statement
from Camp David, saying, “Thanks to the
hard work of the House, we are just two
steps away from achieving health insurance reform in America. Now the United
States Senate must follow suit and pass its
version of the legislation. I am absolutely
confident it will, and I look forward to
signing comprehensive health insurance
reform into law by the end of the year.”
Republicans, who have fought Obama’s
health care campaign for most of the year,
charged Democrats with pushing the nation toward government-run health care
and threatening to bankrupt the treasury
at a time when the deficit is skyrocketing.
— The Los Angeles Times
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From Above, Kick-Off Ball Arrives

Seth Binsted/The Breeze

robert boag/The Breeze

The U.S. Army Parachute Team, the “Golden Knights,” flew the game balls to Bridgeforth Stadium before Saturday’s 3 p.m. kickoff against Maine. The eight-man Fort Bragg team, led by Tom Dunning (left), jumped from the
C31 Troopship after circling Harrisonburg at 120 mph at 4,500 feet. For more photos from the sky and the field, visit breezejmu.org.

Rockingham County Implements New Meal Tax
By Danielle Strickler
contributing writer

Rockingham County residents voted
to have a 4 percent meal tax implemented in certain restaurants. The measure
passed with 11,702 votes at Tuesday’s
polls.
The meal tax is expected to raise
about $600,000 a year and will contribute to funds for East Rockingham High
School, which is currently under construction and scheduled to open next
fall.

The meal tax was introduced during
last year’s election, but it was not passed
because a majority of county residents
felt it would not be useful according to
county officials.
However, this year the tax passed
with 53 percent of the vote, after the
Board of Supervisors explained the tax
to residents in more depth.
According to William Wood, head of
the economics department at JMU, the
tax is expected to have little effect on
JMU students.
“If students would be affected at all,

it would primarily be in the Massanutten Resort area,” Wood said.
The City of Harrisonburg has a 6 percent meal tax in place to assist its own
budget.
The new 4 percent meal tax will only
be added to restaurants in Rockingham County that do not currently have
a meal tax.
The effect of the tax would be felt
most by people from out of town,
particularly visitors to Massanutten
Resort.
Juanita Turner, Rockingham County

resident, said she is not concerned with
the tax as long as the money goes to the
school budgets as it is intended.
Junior Emily Correa, a media arts
and design major, believes the tax will
be successful.
“Although the meal tax will harm
some small ‘Mom and Pop’ businesses, the tax should be effective overall,”
Correa said. “While on vacation, tourists pay outrageous prices, and I don’t
think this new tax will change many
out-of-towners’ minds.”

Changing the D.C. School System
Controversial Chancellor Encourages Arts and Music
but necessary reality that she believes
will benefit the children. She has shut
contributing writer
down 23 schools while consolidating many others, so resources can be
Having a teacher that cares about his shared and not favored among certain
or her young students and encourages schools.
them to go to college can make all the
“It’s all about priorities.” Rhee said
difference.
about funding in the schools. “When
That’s what Michelle Rhee, chancel- people think of arts and music class
lor of the D.C. Public Schools, believes. as nice-haves instead of must-haves,
After replacing teachers in one of the there’s a problem.”
middle schools in the D.C. school sysStudents asked Rhee questions about
tem, she witnessed a
everything from the
complete change in the
status of the funding
students’ attitudes.
and support of the
“I don’t know about “It’s all about
D.C. schools to advice
you, but I had never
on how to deal with
priorities.
When
met someone in midinner city children
dle school who actually
people think of arts
who may not coopwanted to stay in miderate with a teacher
and music class as
dle school!” she said.
from a different demoOn Friday, Rhee
nice-haves instead of graphic background.
shared stories like this
“Adults are a lot
must-haves, there’s a more
via iChat to an audiconcerned with
ence of mostly music
problem.”
the race of the teacher
education and elementhan the kids are,” she
— Michelle rhee said. “They [children]
tary education majors.
chancellor of D.C. Public Schools know when people
Rhee has gained
national attention for
care about them,
her controversial and
when they’re preradical changes to the school district, pared and ready to take on challenges
a district notorious for the educational in the classroom.”
shortcomings and political and ecoWhen she was appointed chancelnomic knots seemingly impossible to lor in 2007, Rhee analysed what she
untangle.
believed were the main ills of the school
With just two and a half years of district. She concluded she would
experience under her belt, Rhee has need to revamp the system that hired
fired more than 100 school teachers, incompetent or less-than-enthusiastic
administrators and principals, who she teachers.
said had not proven a genuine interest
in their students. She said this is a harsh
see schools, page 4
By Alyse Dinapoli

contributing writer

The Convo Express bus has expanded its campus shuttle service to more
stops, with its first run starting at 7:40
a.m. and continuing until 7 p.m. Monday through Friday.
The revised route picks up students
from the Convo F parking lot, located
next to the softball field, and transfers them to bus stops across campus,

including Festival Shelter, Varner and
Hoffman Halls and the Warsaw Avenue Parking Deck.
The new schedule, which began
Nov. 2, comes after a Spring 2009
survey predicted a higher turnout of
transit passengers if there was a more
frequent and punctual bus schedule.
Senior Christi Skove started using
the Express route the first day, Oct. 5.
“I’ve ridden it since the beginning,”
Skove said. “I always park here now. I

By Matt Sutherland
The Breeze

On Sunday, the JMU community
dedicated the Memorial Hall Baseball/
Softball Complex in a ceremony honoring America’s war veterans in time for
Veteran’s Day on Wednesday. In addition, a war memorial dedicated to the
casualties of American wars stands outside the stadium.
“For many Americans, we celebrate
Veteran’s Day each year with a family
get-together, perhaps a brief moment
of silence, and then this country’s life
goes on,” Rockingham County Supervisor Michael Breeden said. “But I’ll think
it most appropriate that we recall this
occasion on every other occasion that
we are faced with great responsibilities
and choices.”
The memorial, an obelisk atop
a 7-foot high wall, features bronze
emblems representing the five branches of the armed services on one side. On
the opposite side, the names of those
who died in combat from World War
II to the current wars are engraved on
glass plaques.

see Memorial, page 4

New Green
Shuttle for
Travelers

nathan carden/The Breeze

Speaking via iChat on Friday, Chancellor of D.C. Schools Michelle Rhee explains
the importance of quality teachers to JMU’s education majors. After taking the
position in 2007, Rhee has revamped the school system by firing more than 100
employees, closing 23 schools and consolidating many others.

Convo Shuttle Route Adds More Stops, Specific Times
By Alyse DiNapoli

Dedicating
A Memorial
For Veterans

don’t even park in Festival anymore. I
have class at 11 in ISAT, so the parking
lots are always full.”
Initially the plan was to transfer
students from the Convo F parking lot
to the Bookstore every 10 minutes so
there would be no need for a schedule.
However, since some students still had
to transfer buses upon arriving at the
Bookstore, the route was extended to
the other side of campus.
Now the bus arrives at the Varner

Hall stop approximately eight minutes before class times. The scheduled
departure from the Convo F lot is also
a few minutes after the realistic arrival
of the bus just in case the bus is running a few minutes behind schedule.
With stops throughout each part of
campus, the new route hopes to lessen the time students wait for the often
times packed Inner Campus Shuttles.

A new shuttle service will begin rides
from Harrisonburg to Charlottesville and
Washington, D.C., today.
The Green Shuttle, run by Green Taxi,
will run three days a week to Charlottesville and two days a week to Washington.
Co-owner Heriberto Cortes said more
trips may be offered depending on
demand.
“Many people say they’ve been wanting the service for many years,” Cortes
said about comments he’s received while
driving one of the Green Taxis.
A round trip to Dulles International
Airport costs $70, to downtown Washington is $80 and to Charlottesville is
$35.
“The economy is no good, and some
people cannot afford a regular taxi to go
that far,” Cortes said.
He explained there’s more to the
cheaper service — it’s also environmentally friendly.
“Instead of taking one person in one
car, I can take 14 people in one trip,” Cortes said. He said the decreased number
of runs means less pollution.
The shuttle will pick up and drop off
riders at Godwin Hall and the Common
Good Marketplace, across from Eastern
Mennonite University at 831 Mt. Clinton
Pike.
For more information or to reserve a
seat, call (540) 810-2074 or visit greenshuttle.com.
— staff reports
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memorial | Rifle Drill Team Impresses and Entertains About 350 in Stadium
from page 3

After a welcome from JMU
assistant to the president Nick
Langridge, Congressman Bob
Goodlatte spoke before a crowd
of war veterans and members
of the JMU and Harrisonburg
community.
“There is nothing like having

dinner at a table with an empty
seat, knowing that your loved
one is on the other side of the
world in harm’s way,” Goodlatte
said. “It’s so very important that
we not forget those who are the
family members of those that are
serving our nation.”
JMU President Linwood Rose
offered his gratitude toward the

charges | Witnesses

Say Possible Fourth Suspect
from front

Hospital with non-life threatening injuries.
After the fight, Fitz-Maurice
said he left the scene and walked
up Port Republic Road, where
police later arrested him, because
he seemed to fit a description
from a witness. Fitz-Maurice was
held in jail until a bond hearing Sept. 22 due to prior alcohol
charges. Long and Hunter were
released on bond Sept. 21.
Fitz-Maurice said another
student involved in the assault
ran away from the scene and
has not been charged for his
involvement.
Fitz-Maurice was medically
red-shirted from JMU’s football

team after a career-ending neck
injury in Spring 2009. He said he
continues to work in the team’s
office to maintain his scholarship. Hunter was a tailback on the
team at the beginning of the season but has since been removed
from the roster.
Malicious wounding by mob,
a Class 3 felony, which requires
“the intent to maim, disable,
disfigure or kill” according to
Virginia Code 18.2-41, can carry a
sentence of up to 20 years in prison and a $100,000 fine. Malicious
wounding or felonious assault,
according to statute 18.2-51, is a
Class 6 felony punishable by up to
5 years in jail and a $2,500 fine.
— staff reports

schools | Speaker

Says System Run by Politics
from page 3

Her gutsy zeal has attracted both immense praise and
criticism. Rhee has also openly
objected to how school funding
and hiring is steeped in political
biases.
“The first challenge is the
complete and utter lack of
accountability” of teachers, she
said. “The second biggest challenge is that so much of what
happens in school districts is driven by politics instead of what’s in
the best interest of children.”
Rhee also discussed the

necessity of a broad variety of arts
in schools. In 2007, many schools
did not have music or art teachers, but after she changed the
system, every school in D.C. has
a music and art teacher.
Alicia Zinda, a junior elementary education major, gained a
clearer perspective on her future
career from Rhee. Since Zinda
was a music education major, she
supports arts in schools.
“It makes me really happy that
she supports the arts,” Zinda said.
“She’s only been there for two
and a half years and has made a
dramatic impression.”

American military’s enlisted
men and women.
“This new memorial that we
dedicate today is a visual reminder of those who gave their lives
for us and our way of life,” Rose
said. “Somewhere in the world,
a solitary soldier is standing as a
guardian for our democracy, and
we should all be grateful.”

The Old Guard Army Precision
Rifle Drill Team, a world-renowned regiment, dazzled the
audience with a performance of
dangerous, complex rifle throws,
adding entertainment to the
ceremony.
The show impressed Amber
Selby, a sophomore anthropology major and member of the

Marching Royal Dukes.
“When you see a group of
people together marching just
like that, doing everything perfectly together, it’s like we want
to be just like that,” Selby said.
“Their level of precision is just
amazing.”
After the dedication, Goodlatte recalled the importance

of the new complex and its
memorial.
“I was here to see the crumbling remains of the old stadium
and wanted to see what had been
done here, which is absolutely fabulous,” Goodlatte said. “It’s a sober
reminder of the price of freedom,
but it’s also a great recognition of
those that lost their lives.”

Opinion

EDITOR: elizabeth baugh | breezeopinion@gmail.com

EDITORIAL

AN NA YOU N G

Boom

   of Bridgeforth Stadium will
occur during exam week, and this poor timing is not lost on
our faculty senate.
We wholeheartedly endorse one of the latest faculty senate proposals, which notes that the demolition’s scheduling
“suggests a disturbing disregard for the academic mission of
the university.” The proposal is rightfully student-focused and
centers on academics.
This is a university that, unlike many of its peers, does not
offer students the courtesy of reading days in preparation for
exams.
This is the same construction project that will leave the 
undergraduate class without a university-wide commencement ceremony.
An obvious conflict exists here between the university’s
revered capitol projects and its academic functions, such as
final examinations and graduation ceremonies.
When it comes to the administration’s goal of expansion,
there is a clear problem with JMU’s priorities. As faculty
suggest, the Office of Academic Affairs should at least be consulted before major construction or demolition on campus is
scheduled — construction interrupts academics, not the other
way around.
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An “overly-complicatedmuch?” dart to the JMU classpicking process for making
absolutely no sense.
From a sophomore who’s just
try’na keep things simple.
A “you-are-my-fire,-the-onedesire” pat to the guy walking
around campus with the frosted
tips.
From a freshman who loves a
’90s reminder every now and then.
A “what you talkin’-’boutWillis” dart to my history
professor.
From a sophomore who
understands the material until
you start to talk about it.

A “keep-it-up” pat to the boy
wearing suspenders in D-Hall.
From a sophomore who thinks
your style is both sensible and
snazzy.

|

A “you’re-lucky-I’m-not-avegetarian” dart to the Madison
Bread Company workers for giving
me a chicken panini when I asked
for tofu.
From a carnivore, luckily.
A “you-made-my-night” pat to
all the girls who baked cookies for
the Friday night bus drivers.
From a very appreciative bus
driver.

A “way-to-show-the-rest-ofus-up” dart to the guy who asked
a girl to be his date to the semiformal in poem form in front of 
people in the middle of a meeting.
From a freshman, lacking your
creative skills and balls, who will
now be going stag.

STEVEN KNOTT

A “worry-about-your-owngrades” dart to the guy who
constantly asks people how they
did on every assignment.
From the guy who would rather
listen to Fran Drescher than hear
about how you did on the test.

An “OMG-I-almost-fell-onmy-face” dart to the loose bricks
on the Quad sidewalk.
From a guy who now cautiously
tests the bricks before walking on
them.
A “have-you-ever-heard-ofusing-a-tissue?” dart to the guy
who picked his nose and then put
that same finger in his mouth.
From a junior who hasn’t seen
anyone do that since she was a
toddler.
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contributing writer

Urgent Action Needed in Uganda
Uganda for a long time, with religious
organizations, the media and police
lashing out on homosexuals with physical violence, death threats and torture,
as people are arbitrarily detained upon
the suspicion of their homosexuality.
The Anti-Homosexuality Bill will make
this violence and hatred excusable by
law by systematically criminalizing
people based on identity.
A bill having the potential for so
much damage, not only to Uganda’s
“democracy” but to homosexuals and
heterosexuals alike, is unthinkable to
us in the Western world. That such a
degree of institutionalized hate could
exist today seems unfathomable. This
bill essentially calls for genocide of a
group already enduring so much public
hatred and political discrimination.
Four members of Congress recently sent a bipartisan letter to Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton, stating, “This
egregious bill represents one of the
most extreme anti-equality measures ever proposed in any country
and would create a legal pretext for
depriving lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender (LGBT) Ugandans of their
liberty, and even their lives.” Many have
also urged the Obama administration
to reconsider providing financial aid to
Uganda if this bill is passed.
Even in the fact of such condemnation of this bill, Ugandan Ethics Minister
James Nsaba Buturo told the American
Free Press that although there is diplomatic discussion of the bill, Uganda
is telling international protestors “to
mind their own business,” because
Uganda is tired of the phrase ‘human
rights’ being “abused.”
The real abuse, however, is how
any government, which has the fundamental duty of upholding citizens’
human rights and protecting them

Two weeks ago, President Obama
made a monumental stride for those of
the lesbian, gay, transgender and bisexual community by signing the Matthew
Shepard and James Byrd Jr. Hate
Crimes Prevention Act. This act effectually includes bias-motivated violence
toward someone based on gender, sexual orientation or gender identity as a
hate crime, according to the Human
Rights Campaign’s Web site.
Across the Atlantic Ocean, there is
a grave juxtaposition to the Obama
administration’s advances toward
increasing human rights for those of
varying sexual orientations and gender identities.
The parliament of Uganda recently
drafted the Bahati Bill, also called the
“Anti-Homosexuality Bill,” which is
inches away from becoming a law. This
bill seeks to condemn homosexuals
to life in prison and in some cases, to
the death penalty. The bill would also
criminalize those who simply associate with homosexuals, threatening up
to  years of imprisonment for not
immediately surrendering names of
homosexual acquaintances.
Not only does this bill criminalize
those who identify as homosexual or
associate with homosexuals, but it will
punish any person who “promotes”
homosexuality. This would impede the
efforts of many human rights organizations and even organizations striving
for HIV/AIDS prevention in Uganda.
If Uganda successfully implements
institutionalized prejudice against
this marginalized group, it will not
only endorse and legalize the wanton victimization of homosexuals but
also victimize those who have fought
tirelessly for homosexuals’ rights and
safety.
A Pink Scare has been occurring in
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from discrimination and abuse, would
condone such blatant acts tantamount
to a new-age apartheid based on sexual
orientation or gender identity.
In the face of such inexcusable and
irresponsible behavior by Uganda’s
government, I urge members of the
JMU and Harrisonburg communities, including student organizations
such as Amnesty International, to take
direct action and contact the Ugandan
Embassy (information located below).
If you want to hit closer to home,
contact your congressional representatives and urge them to insist on the
Obama administration’s withdrawal
of funds from Uganda as well as official condemnation and diplomatic
reproach of Uganda’s actions.
Identity based on sexual orientation
or gender should not be punished,
particularly by any governmental
measures. Regardless of how one feels
about homosexuality, we all should
recognize that death or imprisonment
based on identity is morally wrong. It
is imperative that America show the
utmost intolerance for Uganda’s AntiHomosexuality Bill, so the Uganda
government may realize that sexual
orientation and gender identity is not
a criminal offense.
Anna Young is a senior sociology and
media arts & design major.

HIS EXCELLENCY PROFESSOR
PEREZI K. KAMUNANWIRE
Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary

202-726-4758
pkamunanwire@ugandaembassyus.org

contributing writer

America’s Identity Crisis
“Young men are often disillusioned
when they decide to sign up for the
military,” said one psychology professor on a chilly autumn morning. Trying
my hardest to focus due to a lack of
sleep from the night before, I listened
closely for what I expected to be the
next long-heated political debate about
the war in the Middle East. “Don’t get
me wrong now, I support the troops…”
Here it comes, I thought. Don’t say it. “I
just don’t support the war.”
And thus it begins. The long ensuing battle between warmongers and
pacifists tirelessly arguing among
themselves as to why one side is unappreciative of our men and women
serving in uniform, and why the
other is depicting too strong of a
patriotic notion that could easily be
misinterpreted into one that is more
nationalist.
In today’s society, it seems Americans have a leading misconception
about the war in Iraq and Afghanistan.
They often attribute war with bloodthirsty tyrants readily spilling the blood
of the innocent, while they take great
pleasure in counting the number of
fatalities, only to be reported later on
the evening news.
If you don’t believe me, look at how
George W. Bush was mercilessly portrayed around the globe during his
involvement with the war. According
to one Latin American publication, the
Colombia Journal, Bush was described
as “the world’s principal warmonger.”
Sadly the opposition doesn’t stop at

our borders; it infiltrates them.
This anti-American sentiment
devours our citizens’ minds and hearts,
infusing into their consciousness the
kinds of seditious tendencies our enemies harbor, the very ideals that drive
their endeavors to stopping our great
nation’s prosperity. American patriotism has become outdated among
Americans today, and support for the
Iraq War has decreased immensely.
According to Gallup polls, in July
,  percent of Americans believed
the United States made a mistake in
sending its troops to Iraq. Last semester I volunteered for the program Adopt
A Platoon, an organization whose sole
purpose is sending care packages to
the troops from platoons in Iraq and
Afghanistan. While standing on the
commons to collect donations, I was
surprised to be met not with a sacrificial contribution from on coming
student, but with a clear disdain for
the cause I advocated. I am grateful
for the donations given, however, I am
greatly discouraged about those who
overlooked us, for they did not resist
our efforts in silence but with smirks
and condemnations of the United
States for its arrogance.
When asked why they were unsupportive of the war, many of the students
retaliated with their oh-too-familiar
ingenious response: “But I do support
the troops”.
So which side is correct, the extremely patriotic so-called warmongers or
the anti-war sympathizers? To both

sides, I say we must give our support to
the troops, body and soul. It is either all
or nothing, for it is impossible to support the troops, if we do not support the
war. The war in Iraq and Afghanistan is
the very cause for which they are fighting, the reason for which they would
willingly lay down their lives. And how
do we repay them? With fake appraisals and weak declarations of gratitude?
Our men and women in uniform are
sacrificing everything for the common
American so that we can continue to
live in freedom and pursue our own
happiness.
If we are ultimately against their
cause, what kind of message does that
send to the -year-old widow who
recently lost her newly married husband, or to the mother who discovered
that her only son was killed in combat?
It tells them their loved one died in
vain, that his cause is irrelevant. America is truly experiencing an identity
crisis, one that deems patriotism as too
imposing, arrogant and self-seeking.
I wonder what kind of America we
would be if our Founding Fathers
hadn’t defended our nation with the
same kind of patriotism characterizing our troops today. Spare me the
thought, America. Instead of standing
in front of or behind our brave troops,
in the words of songwriter Lee Greenwood, we should “gladly stand up next
to them and defend her still today.”
Rachel Gribling is a sophomore
political science major.

contributing writer

Effective Response to Campus Outbreak

With the outbreak of the HN virus
more students seem to be getting sick
than usual. According to the University Health Center, more students have
been coming in with flu-like symptoms
earlier in the year than ever before.
With knowledge that HN is breaking
out across the country, the UHC has
implemented new policies.
Stephen Rodgers, medical director of
the UHC, says the amount of students
that sought medical attention early this
year is more comparable to the numbers that usually get sick during January
or February; months in which influenza
is typically in full swing.
With this in mind, Rodgers has

editorial
policies

recommended students who are only
experiencing mild symptoms not seek
medical attention so that sufficient
attention can be provided to those truly
in need. The UHC recommends students come in only if they have a fever
higher than  degrees lasting more
than  hours.
To try to prevent the spread of the
sickness, the UHC is following the
guidelines set forth by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. They
are advising sick students to stay in their
home or dorm until they have been well
for at least  hours. This period typically lasts about five days. Unfortunately,
some students have interpreted this as a

quarantine, causing reluctance toward
visiting the UHC even when experiencing moderate or severe symptoms.
“I feel like I would be less likely to go
to the Health Center, if I think they are
going to quarantine me,” says Marcus
Ford, a junior computer information
systems major. I have a lot of work this
semester, and I can’t afford to be missing my classes.”
Rodgers emphasizes the UHC is not
quarantining students. They are suggesting that potentially contagious
students isolate themselves voluntarily, but the decision to stay home or not
is strictly up to the student.
Roommates of sick students may also

be alarmed if they find out their contagious roommate has been advised to
stay home. Rodgers says the best precaution for roommates to avoid sickness
is to wash their hands as frequently as
possible. Sick students should also
ensure that used tissues or other contaminated objects are disposed of and
not left sitting around.
Douglas Brown, provost of JMU, sent
an e-mail to all professors earlier this
year, advising leniency with absences in light of the seemingly premature
virus going around. So while students
may be afraid of missing classes during illness, they should realize that
attending class potentially puts others

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions through letters and guest columns.
Letters must be no longer than 250 words. Guest Columns must be no more than 550 words.

at risk, and teachers are going to be
accommodating.
Nobody enjoys getting sick, but students need to maintain good judgment
if/when it happens. If your symptoms
do not demand a doctor’s attention,
do not seek it. If a doctor suggests you
stay at home for the sake of others,
you should stay home. If you are worried about missing class, speak with
your professors to ensure you are on
the same page. Students seeking more
information should visit the UHC’s Web
site at http://jmu.edu/healthctr.
Steven Knott is a junior finance
major.
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VOTE

for your favorite ‘end of fall’ photo

breezejmu.org
Click on the photo contest page and leave a
comment with the name and title of your favorite
photo. One vote per person.

ON GUARD
ACROSS
1 Cook clams
6 Civvies
11 It came from Montana
15 Part of PST
18 Tom’s temptation
20 Looked like Lothario?
21 - Rios, Jamaica
22 She's a sheep date
23 Plummer or Pays
24 Riddle: Part 1
27 Encountered
28 Caddie competitor
30 Flicka’s food
31 Cliff hanger?
32 The Chipmunks, e.g.
33 Houston athletes
37 Covenants
38 Riddle: Part 2
43 Pindaric poetry
44 Libertine
45 Lo mein land
46 Culp/Cosby series
48 “Three Times a Lady” group
52 Competent
54 - standstill
57 High peak
58 Paris’ prize
59 Adulterate
61 Singer Campbell
62 Hard to find
63 Certain horse
64 “Rats!”
66 That’s no bull!
69 Riddle: Part 3
73 Stadium
74 Diva Maria
76 Stroll
77 Miami’s county
79 Hunky-dory
80 Warns
82 Plankton connoisseur
84 Insert dialogue
87 Pro - (for now)
88 Sunflower st.
89 “Utopia” author
91 Self-smitten
93 Broadcast
95 Gymnast Korbut
96 Grouch
98 Riddle: Part 4
104 Celts

105 Pack up the tent
106 Boot part
107 Cross words?
108 Indian export
109 Hockey’s Kolzig
110 Health club
113 Answer to riddle
119 Type of embroidery
121 Porgy part
122 Room without a view?
123 Common contraction
124 622 event
125 Poseidon’s domain
126 Model Macpherson
127 Share knowledge
128 Acts like a grandparent
DOWN
1 Con game
2 Subdue Simba
3 “L’-, c’est moi”
4 Sheridan or Sothern
5 Violin virtuoso
6 Trims the turf
7 “Not spinach again!”
8 Neighbor of Ga.
9 Asian holiday
10 A mean Amin
11 Fertilizer ingredient
12 Sore
13 Haggard heroine
14 Fountain offering
15 Tenor Jan
16 Expects
17 Turns over
19 Michael of Monty Python
25 Tell’s partner
26 Prepared
29 Westminster winner
32 Swarm (with)
33 Wan
34 Goes downhill fast?
35 Decimal base
36 Nutritional abbr.
38 ’77 Richard Harris film
39 Mislead

40 Speed 41 “God’s Little -” (’58 film)
42 Art medium
47 Ooze
49 “Butterfield 8” author
50 Strauss’ - “Rosenkavalier”
51 Couturier Cassini
52 Busy as 53 Comic Roseanne
54 - vera
55 “American Bandstand” viewer
56 Novelist Seton
59 Gorp ingredients
60 Narcissus’ nymph
61 Skirt shaper
62 Depend (on)
63 “Yo!” at the library
65 Brother of Zeus
66 Glasgow guy
67 Daily receipts
68 Jack of “Rio Lobo”
70 Dentist’s directive
71 Head set?
72 Cheeseboard choice
75 Literary pseudonym
78 Chicken - king
81 k.d. of country
82 Baby beagle
83 Wolf wail
84 Barbie, Ken, or Chucky
85 Prod
86 Bracelet bit
89 Mine car
90 Burrowing critter
91 Ruark's “Something
of -”
92 “- makes the
heart . . .”
93 Wine word
94 - -la-la
96 Stephen King book
97 “Salve -”
99 Swimmer Gertrude
100 Tide type
101 Fashion monogram
102 Teach a tackle
103 Noyes or Nobel
104 Fish hooks
108 Commuter’s charge
109 Promise
110 “M*A*S*H”
Emmy winner
111 Fifi’s father
112 Cry of concern
114 Dolores - Rio
115 Milliner's creation
116 Bonanza material
117 Arthur of “Maude”
118 Stateside Ltd.
120 Inflatable item?
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12 Month Lease — GET ONE MONTH FREE!*
10 Month Lease — Savings up to $440
5 Month Lease — Savings up to $1,690
Also ask about our “Deluxe” units
* 1 Month Free offer good for 2010-2011 year only.

Call today

540-432-1001

for more on our 12–10–5 LEASING OPTIONS!
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Life

Only at breezejmu.org:

‘The Fourth
Kind’

Casey
Cavanagh’s

Movie Review

CD Release Party

editors: rachel dozier & drew beggs | breezearts@gmail.com
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A Collection of

Wintergreen Women

By Amber Logsdon
contributing writer

photos by Nicole Novelli/The Breeze

(Above) Joanne Gabbin, founding member of the Wintergreen
Women, signs a copy of “Shaping Memories.” (Below) Members
read excerpts from their book Friday night in Festival.

michael larrick

|

Twenty-three years ago, author and activist Nikki Giovanni came to Harrisonburg as a
guest speaker. To welcome her, Joanne Gabbin
organized a small gathering of other AfricanAmerican female writers held at Wintergreen
Resort.
What started as a simple gathering of
women celebrating sisterhood and life soon
became an annual event — and a tradition
held for nearly 25 years. They call themselves
the Wintergreen Women Writers’ Collective.
Since then, the Collective has expanded its
membership from 10 to nearly 50 women,
including founding members Giovanni and
Gabbin.
“The big purpose [behind Wintergreen]
is to have a sisterhood that really focuses on
what we need as women,” Gabbin said. “To

keep us working hard, to keep us inspired and
to do what we have been called to do.”
In commemoration of their sisterhood,
Gabbin, an English professor at JMU, collected
essays and other works from the Wintergreen
Women. She compiled these essays into a
book, called “Shaping Memories: Reflections
of African American Women Writers.” Friday
night, 16 Wintergreen women came together
to read essays from the book.
Before the storytelling began, Teresa Gonzalez, vice provost for academic programs,
introduced the women. Gonzalez said, “Shaping Memories” is “an intimate collection of
stories from a group of women taking charge
in their lives.”
About her colleagues, Gabbin said, “These
women are so much more than [their biographies] say about them.” Many of the women
struggled with difficult obstacles throughout
their lives, like Janus Adams. Her piece, “Of

mike check

For a look into JMU sophomore
Casey Cavanagh’s CD release party
visit breezejmu.org

Say ‘I Do,’ America!
If you talk to my friends, I’d
think they’d agree that I’m a pretty
level-headed individual. You have
to be really trying to make me
angry, and unless you start urinating on me,
I’m probably going
to let it slide
(please
don’t do
that).
However,
there is a
short list of
things that
really set me off. On top of this list
is same-sex and interracial marriages. There’s nothing that gets
me more steamed than issues that
have no effect on me and ruin the
chances of happiness for people
that are doing absolutely nothing
wrong. IT MAKES ME SO ANGRY!
In late October, Louisiana. justice of the peace Keith Bardwell
and his wife Beth refused to

marry an interracial couple due
to the fact that they didn’t believe
in these types of unions. The
interracial couple filed a federal
discrimination lawsuit, claiming
the Equal Protection Clause in the
14th Amendment had been violated. Bardwell eventually resigned,
but felt no remorse: “I found out I
can’t be a justice of the peace and
have a conscience.”
Way to stick by your guns,
Bardwell! If you’re going to be
completely ignorant and embarrass your state, you might as well
show them you have some big
ones. I may not be a political science major, but there has to be
something in the Articles of Confederation or Preamble protecting
your right to not believe in something that exists. For instance,
I don’t believe in panda bears.
Don’t blame me, it’s just how I was
raised. I would be shocked if there
wasn’t some sort of legislation that
protected my right to break into

History and Healing” was about being one of
the first African-American children to integrate into the New York City public school
system.
Most of the readings held a somber, emotional tone. While telling her story, Elizabeth
Brown-Guillory broke down and cried,
explaining that “[she] felt upset whenever
[she] read the piece publicly.”
However, others, like Val Gray Ward’s
humorous performances of Bessie Smith’s
“Kitchen Man” and Helen Hume’s “Million
Dollar Secret” vastly lightened the mood.
Gabbin said the impact the Wintergreen
women have had on the literary community
has been “tremendous.”
Gabbin also said, “These women have
contributed mightily to African-American literature and African-American culture.” She
has high hopes that Wintergreen’s legacy will
be passed on for future generations to enjoy.

the zoo and feed them arsenic.
More recently, Maine rejected
the same-sex marriage law, and
I’m really happy to see people getting involved. Political apathy is
a huge problem in America, and
I’m just glad to see they’re making
it to the ballots. We could sit here
all day and talk about the health
care crisis, swine flu, the economy, etc., but what we really need
to focus on is rejecting something
we don’t understand for no reason
at all.
The religious element is a huge
part of this issue. Right here in
the Bible it says it pretty clear
that marriage should be between
a man and woman, and I think
we should respect that, or God’s
going to make it rain apocalyptically. You might not believe that,
but I do, so you should have to
cater to whatever I’m comfortable with. Excuse me? You want to
debate whether the majority of the
Bible is true? No thanks but good

luck getting married! Booyah!
Marriage is sacred and licenses
shouldn’t be handed out to any
jerk truly in love with someone. So
what if that person wants to make
a lifelong commitment to symbolize how much their relationship
means to them? It should be
reserved for people who are going
to respect it: like Amy Winehouse
and… that guy. Nothing says love
and commitment to me more than
free basing a bunch of crack and
beating the crap out of each other.
Do I even have to mention
K-Fed and Britney? It’s not important that he essentially pulled the
biggest con-act of all time which
sent Britney into a downward
spiral of child neglect and near
insanity. It’s that they’re white,
and one of them is a boy and one
is a girl.
Michael Larrick is a senior
media arts & design major and a
humor columnist at The Breeze.
Dan Gorin/ The Breeze

In a campus of more than 18,000 students, you
never know what could come out of someone’s
mouth. Here are some interesting quotes that
students overheard at JMU.

rh
Ove eard

@JMU

Overheard @ JMU is anonymously submitted and printed based on quality and
space. Submissions depict a given situation, person or group of people and do not
necessarily reflect the truth.

Buffy fan: “What happens when vampires get high?
Like, what do they munch on?”
Girl on phone: “So, I’m pretty sure you gave my dog
a venereal disease.”
Horny Girl: “Orson Wells. If I could have sex with
any dead guy, it’d be him.”
Chuck Norris: “The SGA didn’t cheat to get all those
votes for the Homecoming banner competition,
they just had me vote once.”

Character Interaction Makes ‘Goats,’
But Plotline Falls Flat
By Jeff Wade

The Men Who Stare
At Goats

“The Men Who Stare at Goats”,
much like an actual goat, is
somewhat of an odd animal. The
film follows Bob Wilton (Ewan
McGregor, “Star Wars: Episode
III”) a journalist, who after his
wife leaves him, heads off to cover
the invasion of Iraq. Upon failing
to become an embedded reporter,
Wilton stumbles upon Lyn Cassady (George Clooney, “Burn After
Reading”) in the hotel bar.
Cassady claims to be a former
member of the New Earth Army,
a secret branch of the U.S. government that sought to train psychic
soldiers. Eager for a story, Wilton
follows Cassady as he recounts the
formation of the unit.
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93 Minutes | R
Starring George Clooney, Ewan
McGregor, Jeff Bridges

Through flashbacks, Cassady
tells of Bill Django (Jeff Bridges,
“The Big Lebowski”), the founder of the NEA, internally referred
to as “Jedis.” From here “Goats”
jumps around in time, telling of
the unit’s growth, its prosperity
under the Reagan administration
and the twisted form it has taken
in the modern day.
“Goats” fancies itself as a satire of both new age mysticism

and military bureaucracy — yet
not all of it works. “Goats” works
spectacularly in certain scenes,
specifically the flashback scenes
showcasing Bridges’ descent into
the new age and the formation of
the New Earth Army. The sense of
comedic rhythm and character feel
like moments from a film stronger
than this one.
For every scene mentioned
above, there are ones that just
seem to drag. Some of the journey
between Clooney and McGregor’s
characters falls flat, especially the
particularly pandering and misfortunate attempts at gravitas. And
the less said about the ending is
probably the better.
The saving grace is that it is
inherently fun to see these actors
interact. Clooney in particular
should be praised. His portrayal

of Cassady showcases a screwball
comedic side rarely seen. The earnest, deadpan ramblings work
with Clooney’s natural charisma.
Despite that, there is a nagging
sense that there is no forward
momentum, and plot seems to
come second to characters.
“The Men Who Stare at Goats,”
either by design or sheer coincidence appears to be a movie
made to become a cult film. A lot
of hallmarks of cult films are here.
Members of the Hollywood elite
play wonderfully against type.
There is a perfect meta quality to
the Jedi talk with Ewan “Obi-Wan
Kenobi” McGregor present. Not
to mention the sheer presence of
Jeff Bridges guarantees some will
be enamored with it upon rediscovery. Just as many are going to
absolutely loathe it.

Classifieds
AVAILABLE AUGUST 2010
1/4 mile from campus, 4-5 BDR,
Fireplace, 2 Kitchens, 3 full baths,
Rec room with pool table. Contact:
gpfaff1@comcast.net or call 540560-3833 ask for Greg
PERMACULTURE DESIGN
COURSE in Harrisonburg, VA
presented by the Blue Ridge
Permaculture Institute Jan. 1518, Feb. 12-15, March 13-14,
and April 10-11 2010. visit
www.blueridgepermaculture.
net for more details or contact
tygerlilley@gmail.com

GREAT HOUSES AVAILABLE
2010-11 See all of our available
properties at www.castleproperty.
com. (540) 564-2659
5 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
Huge Victorian house with 8
bedrooms and high ceilings, 2
full kitchens, 2 full bathrooms,
and living room. Large covered
front porch. Visit www.
castleproperty.com for ﬂoor
plans and price. (540) 564-2659
8 BEDROOM MANSION
Attention religious, academic
or social organizations. Looking
for a great house for your
group? Eight-bedroom house
with 2 large living rooms. Huge
bedrooms with high ceilings.
www.castleproperty.com (540)
564-2659 (540) 564-2659

A
STUDENT
FRIENDLY
house for rent for the 2010-2011
acedemic year. Close to campus.
One year lease. Call 540-8103631 for details.
LARGE
ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT Close to campus,
full
kitchen,
washer/dryer,
short term lease, no pets. www.
dogwoodcommons.com
$525,
(540) 433-1569
FURNISHED-TOWNHOUSE
Madison Square, 3 Blocks
from JMU, 3-BR, 2 1/2
Bath, W/D, Available August
2010-Female-$195.00 540-5780510
CHEAP APARTMENT FOR
SUBLEASE for Spring semester
2010. 3rd ﬂoor apt. Convenient
location, spacious living. Price
$415/mo but is negotiable. Call
for more info (540) 335-2806

MAIZE
QUEST

Get lost in the corn!

CONDO 3 BDR, ﬁreplace, W/D,
available August 2010. Contact
gpfaff1@comcast.net or call 540560-3833. Ask for Greg.
ROOMMATE WANTED 3 JMU
Coed Seniors looking for 4th
roommate in College Station.
Available NOW. Close to Campus/
shopping. On bus route. Parking
Available. Quiet. No pets $300/
month plus utilities. Lease runs
thru July 2010. Email cbell@
mcclungco.com or Call (540) 4760322

SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED:
Make $5-25 per survey. www.
GetPaidToThink.com
BARTENDING
$300/
POTENTIAL NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY.
TRAINING
AVAILABLE
1-800-965-6520
EXT212

INCREDIBLE DEAL, LARGE 1
BR Great location, all appliances
including W/D. Available 12/1,
short-term lease, No pets, $465
(540) 433-1569

BARTENDING
CLASSES
jiggersbartendingschool.com,
ﬂexible schedules & payment
plans (540) 560-7971

Corn Maze, Hay Rides, Corn
Hole, Super Slide & MORE!

* $5 w/ Student ID *

Now’s your last chance!
call 540-477-4200 to schedule.
We are closing November 15th

This year’s theme: AMERICA
For more info go to:

g etlo s tin the c o r n .c o m

Serving James Madison University Since 1922

For more information:
540.568.6127
thebreezeads@gmail.com
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breezejmu.org» Go online for more on JMU women’s

swimming & diving pod meet this weekend at Old Dominion

editorS: dan lobdell & emmie cleveland | breezesports@gmail.com
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Corky-less Dukes Drop CAA Championship
JMU Loses 1-0 Heartbreaker in Conference Final
To UNC Wilmington on Second-half Penalty Kick
By Colleen Hayes
contributing writer

courtesy of Jim Pierce

Freshman striker Amalya Clayton had two shots in the game against UNC Wilmington, including one just barely saved off a corner
kick from senior Teresa Rynier in the game’s 19th minute. JMU outshot the Seahawks 13-9 but was unable to record a goal.

Weekend Action
Women’s soccer

CAA semifinal

Volleyball

CAA games

Field Hockey

CAA semifinal

Women’s Swim & Dive

CAA pod meet

Meet the
Player

Friday vs. Northeastern
3-1 win
Friday vs. VCU, 3-1 loss
Saturday vs. William & Mary, 3-0 loss
Saturday vs. Delaware
2-1 loss in overtime

A preseason prediction fell short
Sunday, as the JMU women’s soccer
team was defeated in the conference
championship game in a hard-fought
1-0 battle against No. 3 seed University
of North Carolina Wilmington.
In mid-August, the Colonial Athletic
Association’s coaches voted JMU as the
team favored to clinch the title. All but
one coach voted for the Dukes. While
they didn’t finish the season as the top
seed, the Dukes broke out of a tie with
George Mason at the end of the season
to take the fourth and last spot in the
CAA tournament.
After upsetting top seed and tournament host Northeastern 3-1 on Friday
in the semifinal match, the Dukes
qualified for the championship game
against UNCW.
“We were pretty upbeat and confident going into this weekend,” JMU
coach Dave Lombardo said. “We liked
our chances. Our top goal scorer, Corky
[Julien], was not with us this weekend,
as she was playing with the Canadian
Women’s National team, but I thought
our team really galvanized behind the
fact that she wasn’t here and played
one of the best games all season.”
It was a defensive battle for nearly
the entire match, with the score 0-0
until a foul by a JMU defender gave
UNCW a penalty kick. The Seahawks’
Erin Pardini scored off the kick for the
1-0 lead in the 80th minute.
“It was a legit penalty,” Lombardo
said. “We turned the ball over at midfield and then got their forward pinned
in the box in a dangerous situation.
One of our backs had to dive in to prevent her from going to the goal and
ended up tripping her.”
The Dukes tried to bounce back with

a few last-minute attempts. Junior midfielder Teresa Rynier took a shot wide,
followed by another shot minutes later
that was saved.
After their heartbreaking loss, the
Dukes finished 11-8-2 overall and
6-3-2 in CAA. Maykoski, Rynier and
Julien were selected for the All-CAA
first-team. Julien and Rynier received
the honor for the second consecutive
year, and Maykoski improved from second team last year.
Rynier broke JMU’s all-time assist
record against VCU on Oct. 31 when
she made her 37th career assist.
Rynier leads the conference this season (through Nov. 1) with both assists
(12) and assist average (0.63). Rynier’s
average places her sixth in the nation.
The record of 36 assists was previously
held by Carrie Proost (’94.).
The Dukes will lose four seniors this
year, but some look to continue their
play.
Lombardo says Julien’s plans are
still undecided, but he hopes she can
still make an impact with the Canadian
national team.
“She can try qualifying for the World
Cup team in 2010, maybe even for the
2012 Olympics,” Lombardo said. “Also,
Ashley Flateland will be back next year,
as she transferred in and got behind on
credits, and I feel if we work with her,
she has a great chance of playing ball
after college.”
While the team is losing leaders, the
returners have high hopes, as a group
of strong upperclassmen are fired up to
get back to the title game and win.
“We plan on going into next season determined to work harder with a
focus on individual training, so we can
get back to the CAA title game,” Lombardo said. “We want to stand on the
podium next year instead of watching
from the sidelines.”

Men’s Soccer Honors Seniors,
Ends Season With 5-2 Win

vs. William & Mary, 190-161 loss
vs. ODU, 207-146 win
vs. Northeastern, 248.5-104.5 win

What’s your greatest
accomplishment?

My life’s too short to have a greatest accomplishment right now.

If you could go back to any year of
college, which would it be?
Sophomore year, because I was
out of the dorms. It was nice living
on my own.

If you could tell anyone anything
about JMU, what would it be?

The Chick-fil-A on campus is the
best part of campus. I’m obsessed
with Chick-fil-A.

What do you usually order from
Chick-fil-A?

The No. 5, 12-pack with a sweet tea
and two barbecue sauces. I prefer
three, but they only give you two.

Field Hockey
Senior, Psychology Major
Virginia Beach

Jessie
Dawson

When did you start playing field
hockey?

Fifth grade. My P.E. teacher said I’d
be good at it.

Do you play any other sports?

I played soccer my whole life —
since I was four.

What will you miss the most about
JMU after you graduate?
My friends that are still here.

Any wisdom for the freshmen?

Freshman year is the most fun
year, because everything’s new
and exciting.

If you could go pro at any sport,
what would it be?

I guess soccer, because there
really isn’t a pro field hockey team,
except in the Olympics. If I were a
boy, it’d definitely be football.

Do you have a favorite football
team?

The Redskins, even though they’re
bad. I still love them.

Describe your dream vacation?

Either go to an island with family and friends to relax or travel
through Europe.

Who’s your favorite pro athlete?

LeBron James, because he’s so
good, and he’s really hot. He came
into the NBA so young, and he’s
amazing.

Should everyone leave Jon, Kate
and their eight alone?
Yes. I like that show, but they’re
just a family.

Who’s the most influential person
in your life?

The ocean or the mountains?

Is Kanye West a jerk?

What’s on repeat on your iPod?

My sister, Erin. I’ve always looked
up to her. She’s the type of person
I’d like to grow up to be.
No, but what he did at the VMAs
was uncalled for.

I guess ocean during the summer,
but I like looking at the mountains;
fhey’re pretty. I grew up with the
ocean my whole life, though.
A lot of Lil Wayne songs, mixed
with a little bit of Hannah Montana.

AMy gwaltney/The Breeze

Freshman striker Paul Wyatt recorded his first career hat trick in Saturday’s 5-2 win against Towson at the JMU Soccer Complex.
He ended his season with eight goals, two behind junior striker CJ Sapong, who also led the team his freshman year with 10 goals.
By Emmie Cleveland
The Breeze

Unable to make the conference tournament, the JMU men’s soccer team
celebrated their seniors Saturday on its
last game of the season.
Heading into the second half, Madison was deadlocked 1-1 with Towson.
But three quick scores and another in the
final minutes of the match put the Dukes
ahead for a 5-2, senior-night win.
JMU coach Tom Martin switched the
line-up slightly to honor the graduating
players.
“We only have three of [the seniors]
that are playing tonight,” Martin said.
“We made the commitment to play
them all significantly, and we felt we
wouldn’t lose anything playing them.”
The three were Joel Senior, Billy
Swetra and Jean Tshimpaka. One
additional senior, Ville Wahlsten, was
injured all season and couldn’t play.
Senior and Swetra have started all season, while Tshimpaka usually comes in
off the bench.
“We really wanted to get Jean into
the game,” Martin said. “He deserved
it. He’s worked his tail off for four years,
and he’s been a limited starter, and
tonight my only regret is we didn’t put
him in a situation where he could’ve
scored a goal.”

Senior agreed that there was no letup and was happy with the outcome.
“I thought we came out today very
aggressive and very emotional,” Senior
said, “and we gave 100 percent to the
game, both fighting back and taking
the lead over and over. I thought it was
a maximum effort by everybody.”
JMU (10-5-3 overall, 5-4-2 in Colonial Athletic Association) took the lead
16 minutes into the first half. Freshman
Paul Wyatt converted a quick counterattack from a Towson corner kick for the
first of his three goals of the night.
Towson (7-10-0, 4-7-0) scored the
equalizer 14 minutes later off a corner
kick. The ball deflected off feet and bodies before junior Joe O’Rourke found
the back of the net.
“It’s kind of a goal that you usually
see in indoors,” Martin said. “It hits the
boards and comes back and bounces
off of somebody. It’s just dumb luck,
because Torey [Beiro] headed the ball,
and Justin’s in the goal, and it’s just
boom-boom right in front of him —
nobody to fault, just kind of bad luck.”
Madison took the lead again in the
second half with back-to-back goals.
The first came on a long ball from junior
Jonathan Smithgall to Wyatt’s head, for
his second goal of the match.
“I knew the keeper was gonna come
out,” Wyatt said, “ ’cause he had been

coming out for everything, and just a
long ball from the back is a great ball.”
About a minute later, sophomore
Jason Gannon finished a corner from
Swetra. The goal was the first of the
defender’s college career.
The Tigers made their last attempt
to stay in the game, converting a free
kick in JMU’s third of the field. The kick
found Towson forward Liam Maloney’s
head deflecting it in the box and setting
up the finish by senior Tommy AppelSchumacher.
JMU turned around and scored again
five minutes later to make it 4-2. Wyatt
worked the ball up the field’s left side.
His cross deflected off a defender and
returned to his feet, where he crushed
the ball into the bottom left corner. The
goal was Wyatt’s third, securing his hat
trick for the night.
The last goal of the match was scored
by junior CJ Sapong, solidifying his
team-high with 10 goals for the season.
The play began with a short-corner
between junior Stefan Durr and Swetra.
Swetra crossed the ball, and Sapong slid
it past two Towson defenders into the
back of the net.
“It’s been a long ride with these
babies,” Sapong said. “So basically, just
wanted to give our all and make sure
[the seniors] ended their college career
with a ‘W.’ ”
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GET
CASH
BOOKS
Buyback Hours
Main Store
Wednesday – Thursday
December 2 – December 3
8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Friday, December 4
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, December 5
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Sunday, December 6
12:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Monday – Friday
December 7 – December 11
8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Zane Showker Lobby
Monday – Thursday
December 7 – December 10
9:30 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.

Friday, December 11
9:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
ISAT Lobby
Monday – Thursday
December 7 – December 10
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Friday, December 11
9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Rockingham Parking Lot
Monday – Thursday
December 7 – December 10
10:00 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.
Friday, December 11
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

this book is part of
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E
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We want books
with this sticker!

We’ll pay half

of the purchase
price
at buyback, gua
ranteed.
Val
i
d th

r u 5/

31/10. Void if removed.

Karaoke
Night!
Wednesday
Wednesday Karaoke Night

